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Senza titolo (Molto vicino al cielo) 2018
Museo di Sant’Eustorgio-Cappella Portinari, Milano, IT

promoted by Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism
(MiBACT) General Directorate for Performing Arts and GAI of the
Young Italian Artists
pictures by T-Space

Seven dancers dance, without beginning or end, inside of the evoc-
ative ambiance of the gate chapel. The dancers fill the central space 
with continuous and repetitive movements, creating an axis that orig-
inates from the performers and touches the stars, passing through 
angelic dance that is manifested in the drum and the open oculus at 
the apex of the cupola. 

Senza titolo (Molto vicino al cielo) is a performative, project fruit of 
research on cultural narrations that take into consideration magic 
as an instrument for the understanding of ordinary phenomena. It is 
the desire to execute an act of magic, a rhythmically insistent score 
that moves in imitation of the celestial order and hypothesizes the 
formulation of a calendar. 

Senza Titolo (molto vicino al cielo) takes from a primitive sky that 
seems like a solid and very close cupola, where darkness alternates 
with sunlight, following a rhythm, guessing the changes in order to 
indulge the cyclicity, with the ever-present fear that it could be in-
terrupted. Untitled (Very Close to the Sky) is a reflection on a two-
speed, temporal order, a dis-alignment that is rectified for a moment.









Senza titolo (Ma di una ordinaria magia) 2018

performance for Furla series #01-É il corpo che decide, curated by Marcello Maloberti
Museo del Novecento, Milan, IT

A dancer balances a glass of water on his head. He tries the balance 
of the glass with very slow movements and position changes while 
maintaining a very high level of concentration, such that the mag-
ic is not interrupted. The performance, which was presented at the 
Museo del 900 (Milan) in dialogue with works by Jannis Kounellis, 
presents itself as an interruption in the museum route; an imminent 
danger, a cheap illusionist’s show. 

The look is fixed on the glass and on the hypothesis that this balanc-
ing act can be terminated, thus exposing the failure of the illusionist. 
Untitled (but of ordinary magic) builds an illusion, it asks questions 
of the truth before the eyes; it charms the spectator’s gaze, which is 
looking for the charlatan’s trick.







L’ultimo numero del mago 2018

VIR-Open studio
Via Carlo Farini, Milan, IT

“L’ultimo numero del mago” is strictly connected to Performance 
senza titolo (ma di un’ordinaria magia). A few days later the presen-
tation of the performance at Museo del Novecento, the ViaFarini in 
residence opened to the public: the choice of presenting the same 
work is an ideal attempt to expand the illusion of the glass in time 
and space, once again for magic. 

The illusion show ends with the disappearance of the magician. 
Nothing remains of the illusion show but a few contour elements. 



La festa del mare  2018

in collaboration with Mimì Enna

La festa del mare is a festivity that was institut-
ed in 2016 at Oristano by GianMarco Porru and 
Mimi Enna, two Sardinian artists, born in Oristano. 
By way of the main social networks and poster in 
public places, the community was invited to partic-
ipate in the festivity; in the celebration of the sea.

The ritual begins with the recovery of a relic from 
the sea; 251 liters of water a transported in an 
amphora aboard an Ape 50. You walk the 7 kilo-
meters to the city. On arriving at the city center, at 
the exhibition space, the amphora full of water is 
placed at the center of the celebratory space. La 
festa del mare is constructed with an eye towards 
the characters that connote all of the religious 
practices present in Sardinia. 

The festivity is conceived to be repeated annually.







Educare le distanze
(156 porti d’Italia) 2018

156 Porti d‘Italia is a book published in 1972 by the geographic insti-
tute DE AGOSTINI. It records all the ports of Italy using single cards 
with a front on which a photographic image is printed and a back 
which shows all the indications for the landing. In the photographic 
images a graphic technician has included arrows and numbers that 
refer to more specific information on the back, distance to the short-
est route, access to the port, length of the berths. 

“Educare le distanze” is the new title given to the book, which is 
composed of the same images with a particular focus on the graphic 
intervention. A technical manual at first, it becomes a diary of depar-
tures, a manual of annotations for other distances.
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